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SHOOTING QUASIPARTICLES FROM ANDREEV BOUND STATESIN A SUPERCONDUCTING CONSTRICTIONR.-P. Riwar a, M. Houzet a, J. S. Meyer a, Y. V. Nazarov b*aUniv. Grenoble Alpes, INAC-SPSMS, F-38000 Grenoble, Frane,CEA, INAC-SPSMS, F-38000 Grenoble, FranebKavli Institute of NanoSiene, Delft University of Tehnology,Lorentzweg 1, NL-2628 CJ, Delft, The NetherlandsReeived May 19, 2014A few-hannel superonduting onstrition provides a set of disrete Andreev bound states that may be pop-ulated with quasipartiles. Motivated by reent experimental researh, we study the proesses in an a.. drivenonstrition whereby a quasipartile is promoted to the deloalized states outside the superonduting gap and�ies away. We distinguish two proesses of this kind. In the proess of ionization, a quasipartile present inthe Andreev bound state is transferred to the deloalized states leaving the onstrition. The re�ll proessinvolves two quasipartiles: one �ies away while another one appears in the Andreev bound state. We notie aninteresting asymmetry of these proesses. The eletron-like quasipartiles are predominantly emitted to one sideof the onstrition while the hole-like ones are emitted to the other side. This produes a harge imbalane ofaumulated quasipartiles, that is opposite on opposite sides of the juntion. The imbalane may be detetedwith a tunnel ontat to a normal metal lead.Contribution for the JETP speial issue in honor of A. F. Andreev's 75th birthdayDOI: 10.7868/S00444510141200371. INTRODUCTIONSuperonduting mesosopi strutures are amongthe most promising andidates to realize quantum om-putation devies in the solid state [1℄. Apart from ex-trinsi soures of deoherene that might get in theway, quasipartile poisoning onstitutes one of the ma-jor obstales inherent to superondutors [2℄. In aCooper pair box, the presene of quasipartiles leadsto a oupling of even and odd harge modes, providinga hannel of deoherene for the harge qubit [3; 4℄.In addition, quasipartile exitations an break thefermion parity required for the protetion of a Majo-rana state [5�7℄. Naively, the superonduting gap �should ensure an exponentially suppressed quasiparti-le population at su�iently low temperature. How-ever, various experiments indiate that a long-lived,non-equilibrium quasipartile population persists in thesuperondutor, harming the desired operation of su-peronduting devies [8�13℄.*E-mail: Y.V.Nazarov�tudelft.nl

This makes it important to develop the means of anative ontrol of the quasipartile population in boundstates assoiated with a nano-devie. Thus motivated,we theoretially investigate the ontrol of the popula-tion of quasipartiles in the Andreev bound states ata superonduting onstrition by means of pulses ofmirowave irradiation. We onentrate on the generiase of a few-hannel superonduting onstrition withhighly transparent hannels. Suh onstritions aremade on the basis of atomi break juntions [14℄. Thesimpliity of their theoretial desription enabled de-tailed theoretial researh [15�17℄. In the presene of aphase di�erene at the onstrition, an Andreev boundstate is formed in eah hannel [18; 19℄. In a reent ex-periment, the population of suh a single bound statehas been deteted by its e�et on the superurrent inthe onstrition. The spetrosopy of Andreev stateshas also been suessfully performed [20; 21℄ in thissetup.In this work, we investigate the proesses thatswith the Andreev bound state population. We as-sume low temperatures that permit to neglet the pop-ulation of deloalized quasipartile states. Let us on-1176



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 146, âûï. 6 (12), 2014 Shooting quasipartiles from Andreev bound states : : :sider a quasipartile with energy EA < �, � being thesuperonduting gap edge in the leads. If we mod-ulate the superonduting phase with the frequeny~
 > ��EA, we an transfer this quasipartile to thestates of the deloalized spetrum. This is an ioniza-tion proess. Suppose we start with no quasipartile inthe onstrition and wish to �ll the bound state. Thisan be ahieved by the absorption of a quantum of thehigh-frequeny phase modulation, provided the quan-tum energy exeeds EA + �. In the ourse of suh are�ll proess, one quasipartile emerges in the Andreevlevel while another one is promoted to the deloalizedstates and leaves the onstrition.We will utilize a master equation approah to de-sribe the orresponding transitions. As usual, thisworks if the transition rates in energy units are muhsmaller than the energies involved. In our situation,the energy sale is � while the transition rates due tothe modulation with amplitude Æ� an be estimatedas �(Æ�)2. Therefore, the master equation approahis justi�ed if jÆ�j � 1, that is, in the limit of smallmodulations.We ompute the rates of the ionization and re�llproesses in the lowest order in the phase modulationamplitude and shortly explain how to ontrol the pop-ulation by applying the a.. pulses that initiate theproess.We �nd an interesting asymmetry of the quasiparti-les emitted in the ourse of these proesses. The quasi-partiles �y with equal probability to both leads. How-ever, more eletron-like quasipartiles leave to one ofthe leads while more hole-like ones leave to the oppositeone. This results in a net harge transfer per proessand in priniple an be regarded as a non-equilibriumaddition to the superurrent in the onstrition. Sim-ilar to the superurrent, the e�et hanges sign uponhanging the sign of the superonduting phase.The e�et leads to harge imbalane [22; 23℄ of thenon-equilibrium quasipartiles that are aumulated inthe leads on the spatial sale set by the inelasti relax-ation of the quasipartiles [24℄. This harge imbalanean be measured with a normal-metal voltage probeattahed to the superondutor: the method proposedin [24℄ and widely applied in reent years [25; 26℄.This paper is organized as follows. We formulatethe model in Se. 2 and we give results for the rates inSe. 3. Setion 4 is dediated to the estimations of theharge imbalane e�et in the voltage-probe setup.
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xFig. 1. 1d model of the superonduting onstrition2. MODELWe model the superonduting weak link with a 1dquantum Hamiltonian orresponding to a single trans-port hannel, x being the oordinate (see also Fig. 1).The onstrition of the length L is modelled by a sat-tering potential V (x). In addition, a �nite vetor po-tential A(x) on a loal support provides a phase biasbetween the left and right ontat, � = 2e R dxA(x), ebeing the elementary harge. We fous on the regimewhere the exitation energy is muh smaller than theFermi energy, E � EF , suh that the spetrum anbe linearised. The pseudo spin jL;Ri thus signi�es aleft/right moving eletron with the Fermi wave vetor�kF , where �z = jLihLj � jRihRj. In the linearizedregime, the urrent density operator is represented asj = �vF�z . The Bogoliubov-de Gennes Hamiltonianis then given as (~ = 1)H = [�ivF�x�z+V (x)�x℄ �z�evFA(x)�z+��x; (1)where the Pauli matries �i represent the Nambu spae.The potential V provides the re�etion, as �x == jLihRj + jRihLj. Both V and A are real funtionsand have a �nite support in the interval x 2 [0; L℄.Let us �rst deal with a stationary phase �. Wediagonalize the Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), in the limit ofa short onstrition, E;� � vF =L. There is oneAndreev bound state solution j'A(x)i, with a subgapeigenenergy EA = �q1� T0 sin2(�=2), T0 being thenormal state transmission oe�ient haraterizing thetransport hannel under onsideration. The Andreevbound state is responsible for the superurrent in theonstrition. Sine the levels are spin-degenerate, theAndreev level an host n = 0; 1; 2 quasipartiles, thesuperurrent being Is(1 � n), where Is � �2e��EA.In addition, there are the extended sattering eigen-states j'out�� i with eigenenergies E > �. They have theBCS density of states �(E) = �(E��)E=pE2 ��2�0,where �0 is the density of states in the normal metal.The indies � = L;R and � = e; h indiate the satter-ing state with an �-like quasipartile outgoing to the1177



R.-P. Riwar, M. Houzet, J. S. Meyer, Y. V. Nazarov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 146, âûï. 6 (12), 2014ontat �. The outgoing sattering states orrespondto the solution of the advaned propagator. This set ofstates is related to the inoming sattering states (re-tarded propagator) via the sattering matrix S�0�0�� == h'out�0�0 j'in��i. Our sattering matrix oinides withthe one found in Ref. [17℄.To desribe an a.. driven system, we assume �(t) == � + Æ� sin(
t) and treat the phase modulation am-plitude as a perturbation. We ompute the rates ofvarious proesses in the lowest order when they areproportional to (Æ�)2.In addition, the onstrition may be subjet toquantum phase �utuations, i. e., the phase modu-lation beomes an operator, Æ�(t) ! �̂, whose dy-namis is determined by the eletromagneti environ-ment of the juntion. The phase noise spetrum isS(!) = R dt e�i!thÆ�̂ (0) Æ�̂y (t)ienv , where the expe-tation value is with respet to the environment degreesof freedom. If the environment is in thermal equi-librium, the noise an be related to the impedaneZ(!) felt by the onstrition via the �utuation dis-sipation theorem, S(!) = 4�GQZ(!)=!, where ! > 0,GQ � e2=�~. The rates of the inelasti proesses arereadily omputed with this.3. THE TRANSITION RATES ANDMANIPULATIONTo ompute the rates, we apply Fermi's Golden rule.The advantage of the model and the gauge in use is thatthe matrix elements of the perturbation only depend onthe wave funtions '(x) at the origin. For instane, therate of ionization from the bound state A to deloalizedquasipartile states n with energy E = EA +
 reads�I � �A!n = �8 (Æ�)2�(E) jh'A(0)jjj'n(0)ij2 : (2)The rate of the re�ll proess whereby the quasipartilesour in the state A and n reads�R � �0!An = �8 (Æ�)2�(E) jh'n(0)jjj ~'A(0)ij2 ; (3)with j ~'A(0)i = i�y�xj'n(0)i� and the energy of theemitted quasipartile E = 
�EA.For the moment, let us assume that all the extendedquasipartile states are empty. In this regime, the only�natural� proess hanging the population of the An-dreev level is the annihilation of two quasipartiles inthe same Andreev bound state. The orresponding ratereads �A � �flut2A!0 = S� (2EA) jh'Ajjj ~'Aij2 : (4)
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Fig. 2. Ionization and re�ll rates for T0 = 0:5 and � == �, when EA � 0:7�. The ionization rate appearsat the threshold 
 � 0:3�, while the threshold for there�ll is � 1:7�Substituting the wave funtions into Eqs. (2), (3),and (4), we arrive at the following expressions:�I = T0(Æ�)216 �(
 +EA ��)p�2 �E2AEA ��p(
 +EA)2 ��2EA
+�2[os(�) + 1℄(
 +EA)2 �E2A ; (5)�R = T0(Æ�)216 �(
�EA ��)p�2 �E2AEA ��p(
�EA)2 ��2EA
��2[os(�) + 1℄(
�EA)2 �E2A ; (6)�A = S�(2EA)4 �1� E2A�2 ��� �2 �E2A � 4 ��EA�� �2! : (7)We see that the ionization and re�ll rates at T0 � 1are of the order of (Æ�)2� and, at su�iently largephase modulation amplitudes, are restrited by � only.Thus the population of the Andreev bound state an behanged quikly. As to the annihilation rate, it may beestimated as �A � hh�2iiq�, hh�2iiq � ZGQ being thequantum �utuation of the phase. For typial eletro-magneti environments, Z is of the order of the vauumimpedane and hh�2iiq � 10�3 . This implies that atsu�iently large a.. modulations, (Æ�)2 � hh�2iiq ,the annihilation rate an be negleted in omparisonwith the a..-indued rates.1178
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ΓAFig. 3. Transitions ausing hanges in the Andreevbound state oupationWe illustrate the frequeny dependene of the ion-ization and re�ll rates in Fig. 2. In the limit of largefrequeny, both rates saturate at the same value. Westress, however, that the pratial frequenies for themanipulation of the Andreev bound state are mostlikely restrited by 2�: higher frequenies would ausemassive generation of quasipartile pairs at the on-strition and in the bulk of the superondutor.Let us determine the distribution of the bound statepopulations under onstant driving. The proessesausing transitions between n = 0; 1; 2 are summarizedin Fig. 3. The master equation for the probabilities Pn,n = 0; 1; 2; reads_P0 = �2�RP0 + �IP1 + �AP2; (8)_P1 = �(�I + �R)P1 + 2�RP0 + 2�IP2; (9)_P2 = �(�A + 2�I)P2 + �RP1: (10)The fators 2 in this equation are due to the doublespin degeneray of the single quasipartile state. Instationary state, the probabilities are given byP0 = �A(�I + �R) + 2�2I�I(�A + 2�I + 4�R) + �R(2�R + 3�A) ; (11)P1 = 2�R(�A + 2�I)�I(�A + 2�I + 4�R) + �R(2�R + 3�A) ; (12)P2 = 2�2R�I(�A + 2�I + 4�R) + �R(2�R + 3�A) : (13)In the absene of a re�ll rate, �R = 0, �I 6= 0, theAndreev bound state is always emptied by the ioniza-tion proesses. Therefore the a.. phase modulationan be used for �puri�ation� of the loalized quasi-partile states in nanodevies. We stress that the op-

posite situation, �I = 0, �R 6= 0, is not ahievablesine the phase modulation responsible for re�ll pro-esses also produes ionization. In this ase, the on-stant a.. modulation will ause a random distributionof the population.4. CHARGE IMBALANCEAn e�et whih, to the best of our knowledge, hasbeen overlooked so far is that the evauation of quasi-partiles from Andreev bound state is asymmetri withrespet to eletron- and hole-like states and an thusreate harge imbalane of the quasipartiles in theleads.Namely, we �nd that the rate at whih an outgo-ing eletron-like quasipartile is reated is not equal tothe one for outgoing hole-like quasipartile in the samelead, ��e 6= ��h for both re�ll and ionization proesses,� = R; I . In the limit of a short onstrition where wean neglet the energy dependene of the transmissionoe�ients, there is a symmetry between the leads: ��e(��h) in one lead equals ��h (��e) in the opposite lead,so that the total number of quasipartiles emitted toeah lead is the same on average.As a onsequene of the rate asymmetry, eah quasi-partile exitation proess is aompanied by an aver-age harge transfer in the onstrition,q�(E) = pE2 ��2E ��e � ��h��e + ��h ; (14)where the prefator aounts for the energy-dependentquasipartile harge at energy E.Evaluating the rates, the onrete expressions areobtained asqI = �2�EA�� s (
 +EA)2 ��2�2 �E2A �� EA �1 + EA
+EA�
EA +�2 (1 + os�) ; (15)qR = 2�EA�� s (
�EA)2 ��2�2 �E2A �� EA �1� EA
�EA�
EA ��2 (1 + os�) : (16)In Fig. 4, qI as a funtion of � is plotted for severalparameters. The plot for qR would look similar. Wesee immediately that q�(�) = �q�(��), like the su-perurrent. Indeed we see from the formulas that theharge transfer is proportional to the superurrent ar-ried by the Andreev bound state � ��EA. Inverting1179
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1 �
qI��

�1Fig. 4. The harge transfer qI as a funtion of �.The parameters are T0 = 0:5 and 
=� = f1=3; 1; 20g(dashed, dotted, solid), and T0 = 1, 
=� = 1 (thiksolid)the stationary phase bias therefore inverts the hargetransfer.Contrary to the superurrent, the harge transferexhibits a disontinuity at � = 0. The explanationof this rather ounter-intuitive feature is that the wavefuntion of the Andreev bound state is not a ontinuousfuntion of � at � = 0 sine the state merges with thedeloalized spetrum at this point. The harge trans-fers q� are 2�-periodi and have a node at � = �, wherethus the harge asymmetry vanishes.The maximum harge transfer for a given � isreahed in the limit of a fully transparent onstrition,see also the thik solid urve in Fig. 4. In this partiularlimit, the a.. drive atually produes only a quasipar-tile of one kind, namely, e-like (h-like) for 0 < � < �(�� < � < 0). In the opposite tunneling limit, T0 � 1,the harge transfer vanishes as q� � pT0. Likewise theharge transfer vanishes lose to the threshold driv-ing frequeny, where Æ
 = 
 � � + EA � � for� = I (Æ
 = 
 � � � EA � � for � = R), obey-ing the power law q� � pÆ
=� in this limit. Faraway from the threshold, 
 � �, the harge transfersaturates at qI;R ! �2��EA=p�2 �E2A. For largedriving frequenies, the maximal polarization value isjq�jmax = pT0. Considering the thin urves in Fig. 4,where the driving frequeny is varied, we observe thatfor large frequenies, 
 � �, the maximal value isat small stationary phase bias. For lower frequenies,
 � �, the polarization on the other hand may inreasefor � > � > �=2, where the bound state is deeper inthe gap, before it drops to zero at � = �.Under onditions of onstant irradiation, the netharge transfer per unit time is omputed from the mas-ter equation and reads
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Fig. 5. Build-up of harge imbalane due to hargeasymmetry of the quasipartiles emitted from the on-strition. The harge imbalane is measured with aN�S tunnel juntion voltage probe attahed to thelead, Vout being the output signal_q = qI�I(P1 + 2P2) + qR�R(2P0 + P1): (17)We see that the re�ll proess is ruial for the net ef-fet: otherwise the Andreev bound state will always beempty.In priniple, the harge transfer gives rise to an ad-ditional dissipative urrent Id = e _q � e� that is seenon the bakground of a generally muh bigger super-urrent, Is � e�. Although it is possible to observesuh a urrent, in the following we will onentrate ona more interesting manifestation of the e�et.If the thermalization of the quasipartile distribu-tion in the leads near the onstrition is not immediate,the harge asymmetry gives rise to a build up of a netquasipartile harge density �, also known as hargeimbalane. The imbalane may be measured by a volt-age probe onneted to a lead at some distane fromthe onstrition.The idea of the measurement as introdued inRef. [24℄ is depited in Fig. 5. An unequal population ofe-like and h-like quasipartiles gives rise to a urrent IQat the N�S tunnel juntion that is proportional to theharge imbalane � near the juntion. Applying a volt-age eVout = �N � �S between the normal metal andsuperonduting ontats produes a ounter-urrentIV . The voltage Vout at whih the net tunnel urrentin the probe vanishes, IQ + IV = 0, is a signal of theharge imbalane.In the ase of low temperatures, T � � , this mea-surement is extremely sensitive. This is beause IV isformed by the normal-metal exitations with energies> �. At low temperatures the number of these exita-tions is exponentially small and therefore a large Voutis required to ompensate IQ. In the linear regime, thesignal voltage reads1180



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 146, âûï. 6 (12), 2014 Shooting quasipartiles from Andreev bound states : : :eVout = T �0 ; (18)0 = �0p2�T�exp(�=T ) being the (exponentiallysmall) equilibrium quasipartile density. Owing to this,even at moderately low T = 0:05� in aluminium, aharge imbalane of 0.001 elementary harges per ubimirometer produes already a signal � 0:1T=e. Theabove relation is valid if eVout � T , at larger imbal-anes the signal saturates at T ln(�=0).To estimate �, we note that potential satter-ing does not lead to the relaxation of harge imbal-ane. This relaxation should involve inelasti proessesand/or sattering on magneti impurities. The hargeimbalane lifetime �Q is therefore long and quasipar-tiles di�use far away from the onstrition. The netharge transfer _q, quasipartile di�usion and relaxationare ombined into a di�usion-relaxation equation forthe harge-imbalane density �(r),_��Dr2�+ �=�Q = _qÆ(r): (19)The harge imbalane is thus spread over the lengthsale LQ �p�QD. We assume the N�S voltage probeto be plaed within this sale. The reated quasipar-tiles are spread over V , the volume of the lead at thesale LQ, � � _q �QV � _q L2QDV : (20)Let us note that the normal-state resistane of thepiee at the sale LQ an be estimated as R�1Q == e2�0DV=L2Q. This allows to represent the estimationin a ompat form, independent on peuliarities of thegeometry and disorder in the leads. Namely,� � (RQGQ)�0 _q: (21)Combining estimations for Vout and �, and estimating_q � �, we �ndeVout � (RQGQ)�00 � �� �(RQGQ)r T� exp [�=T ℄ : (22)To get a rough estimate of ahievable values, we takeRQ � 1 Ohm, � � 10�3� � 1 �eV, T � 0:05�. With-out the exponential fator, the value of Vout would be inthe nano-volt range. However, the exponential fatoryields nine orders of magnitude. Sine suh an estima-tion greatly exeeds T , the signal voltage in this aseis already saturated at the value � T � 10 �V and iseasy to measure.

5. CONCLUSIONSWe have investigated the proesses of quasipartileemission in a superonduting onstrition subjet toan a.. phase modulation. We derived the rates involv-ing the dynamis of the Andreev bound state oupa-tion, and based on this, we proposed e�ient shemesto ontrol the oupation. In addition, we found anasymmetry of the rates of eletron- and hole-like quasi-partile emission. We demonstrated that this asymme-try may lead to a measurable harge imbalane of thequasipartiles aumulated near the onstrition.The experiments an be performed on the samesetup as in [20; 21℄ where high-frequeny irradiationan be applied to the onstrition and the Andreevstate populations an be deteted by measuring thesuperurrent. The setup an be easily modi�ed tomeasure the harge imbalane e�et predited. In thisase, the additional normal-metal eletrodes should bebrought in ontat with the superonduting leads atsub-miron distane from the onstrition. We lookforward to experimental on�rmation of our �ndings.Our results an be generalized to multi-hannel su-peronduting onstrition that an be fabriated muheasier than the break juntions. Suh a generalizationis espeially straightforward in ase of a short juntion,that is, shorter than the superonduting orrelationlength. In this ase, the juntion an be regarded asa olletion of independent transport hannels, and allthe quantities disussed are thus ontributed by eahhannel. This is the subjet of our ongoing researh.We gladly appreiate the ontributions of Prof.Alexander Fyodorovih Andreev to theoretial physisand superondutivity that provided us with a fasi-nating researh �eld and many useful insights. One ofthe authors (Yu.N) is grateful for personal help andadvie on many oasions sine the �rst aquaintanein 1978. We wish Prof. Andreev a merry forthomingjubilee and many fruitful years.This work has been supported by the NanosienesFoundation in Grenoble, in the frame of its Chair ofExellene program.REFERENCES1. M. H. Devoret and R. J. Shoelkopf, Siene 339, 1169(2013).2. G. Catelani, R. J. Shoelkopf, M. H. Devoret, andL. I. Glazman, Phys. Rev. B 84, 064517 (2011).1181
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